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Q1 Are you a dog owner?
Answered: 93

Skipped: 1
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Q2 If you are a dog owner, how often do you exercise your dog on
Tregony sports field?
Answered: 66

Skipped: 28
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Q3 For dog owners and non dog owners, do you think that further
restrictions should be implemented to reduce the use of the field by
dogs?
Answered: 92

Skipped: 2
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Q4 If you think that further restrictions should be applied, what should
those restrictions be? Tick all that apply.
Answered: 75

Skipped: 19
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No one person should be in charge of more than one dog on the field at one time
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11

Dogs should be kept on a lead at all times on the field
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20

Other (please specify)
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22

Dogs should be banned from the sports field at all times

33.33%

25

Dogs should be banned from going on the football pitch and the immediate surrounding area
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Total Respondents: 75
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Lock gates 10/11 p.m. to 8 a.m. A lot of problems arise when people arrive, sit in cars and
let dogs out to run anywhere. Cameras and name and shame. Summer months, visitors,
holiday lets. Chain link fence to make a border around the outside of the field.

10/16/2021 10:40 AM

2

Don't see how further restrictions can be policed. Conscientious owners are looking after
their dogs properly. This field is the open space for residents to exercise their dogs locally.

10/15/2021 12:08 PM

3

I suspect some of the problem (not all) may be to do with children taking the family dog to
the field. Who are the owners and, as such, who is responsible, the parents or children?

10/14/2021 10:07 AM

4

Always been a dog happy family and the family use the sports field regularly. Please keep it
open for all of us that respect the field and know how to clean up after our pets. More
signage needed and more bins placed at the top of the field, the one presently is hidden
behind a huge container, no excuse I know but still hidden. Would be willing to walk the field
on a rota to see if we can find the rogue dog owners who are not respecting our fantastic
resource.

10/13/2021 7:05 PM

5

Fines if fouling is observed

10/12/2021 9:29 PM

6

A portion of the field should be separated off for dog to be allowed to use, off the lead, it's
big enough to accommodate both a football pitch and an additional area for dogs, then keep
dogs off the rest of the field.

10/11/2021 8:42 PM

7

No restrictions should be applied. Collective punishment should not be imposed on the

10/11/2021 8:04 PM
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village due to the selfish act of a few.
8

It seems to me this is quite a large field so could a section be fenced off for the use of dog
owners who then cleared it up. Some towns seem to have a field exclusively for dog
exercise

10/10/2021 1:45 PM

9

Temporary roping off of pitch in season?

10/8/2021 10:07 AM

10

I feel that dogs should be banned from the field at ALMOST all of the time. There would be
occasions, such as a dog show within an organised event where obviously they would be
allowed access to the field.

10/6/2021 9:08 AM

11

Should clean up after their dog, cameras installed, fines in forced for fouling of area

10/6/2021 8:41 AM

12

I think dogs should be allowed but cameras installed to name and shame the people who
don't pick up

10/5/2021 7:02 PM

13

People should walk anticlockwise around the perimeter of the field, to avoid bumping into
other dog walkers who often then go onto the pitch. Signs should be erected at both
entrances informing people to keep off the pitch Also stating for the use of Tregony dog
walkers only. People come from other villages. People arriving in cars should be challenged
if necessary to prove residency in Tregony. If they refuse to leave photos to be taken of
person/dogs/s/vehicle and passed to Parish Council. No dog walking before dawn or after
dusk.

10/4/2021 1:30 PM

14

Non-Tregony residents should be banned from exercising their dogs on the field. The
football pitch should be out of bounds for dogs, with a corden/fence surrounding the pitch.
Anyone seen not picking up their dogs faeces should be challenged and have their photo
taken, and reported to the council. There should be more than 1 dog poo bin on the field,
plus poo bag stations and multiple signage stressing the importance of picking up dog
faeces. I am a long-standing tregony resident who walks dogs everyday of the year, rain or
shine. Most of the culprits for leaving dog mess are people who are not from the village, and
people who walk their dogs when still dark, which happens all the time. I really do not want
to see dogs banned from the field.

10/4/2021 1:26 PM

15

Fence off a ring around the sports field so that dogs are not allowed on the pitch but can be
walked around the perimeter I am a responsible dog owner and don’t feel I should be
punished for the few thoughtless owners.

10/3/2021 7:49 PM

16

Allocate an area just for dogs e.g. a fenced off path around the edge of the field.

10/3/2021 7:36 PM

17

Dogs should only be allowed off the lead during day light hours

10/3/2021 10:35 AM

18

Could be costly but what about introducing some form of ID system in a small gate?
Owners would have to apply for a card to operate this, thereby registering their details

10/2/2021 9:56 AM

19

If you ban dogs. How often would the field be used! Football club are not there every day.
Dogs on leads may as well just be on the road and so the inconsiderate dog owners will still
leave poo but all over the streets.

9/28/2021 6:01 PM

20

Children are often seen walking dogs and perhaps they are not as vigilant at cleaning up
after their dogs

9/27/2021 4:20 PM

21

No one should be in charge of more than two dogs at a time

9/26/2021 11:41 AM

22

The field is there for all to enjoy whether or not they have a dog. Do not punish the masses
because of the few. I get great pleasure walking my dogs early morning when the sun is
rising, it not only is a lovely space for my dogs to enjoy I get great benefit/stress relief too.
The local dog owners enjoy chats and use this area as a social space. I have met many
local residents and formed friendships from bumping into them at the field with our dogs. I
have used the field for dog walking for the last 16 years, it would be a terrible shame to now
be banned through no fault of my own.

9/26/2021 8:40 AM
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Q5 If you would like to continue to use the field as currently, would you
be prepared to be part of a group to monitor its use by other dog
owners and to try to help to keep the field clear of dog mess?
Answered: 79

Skipped: 15
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#

IF YES, PLEASE SPECIFY WHAT YOU WOULD BE WILLING TO DO

DATE

1

1. Help to 'sweep-search' the field as required. 2. Speak respectfully to any dog owner who
does not witness and pick up their dog's mess. 3. Report any fouling witnessed. 4. Anything
else that may be of help.

10/14/2021 10:07 AM

2

I already carry spare bags and clear up after others, whether that be dogs or wild animals.

10/11/2021 8:04 PM

3

I'm happy to challenge/grass up anyone I see not scooping the poop. I already pick up
others dog poo and (try to) keep my dog off the actual pitch.

10/8/2021 3:42 PM

4

I am sad that people are so selfish to not pick up after their dogs and therefore ruin/ give
others a bad name. I do not wish to, but I will pick up after those who are too lazy to look
after their dogs properly and offer bags to others to keep using the facilities.

10/6/2021 10:07 AM

5

When I am walking my daughter's dogs I will monitor other dog owners in the field and make
sure they pick up any dog poo

10/6/2021 8:29 AM

6

What ever is needed

10/5/2021 7:43 PM

7

I would be willing to act as a dog warden, in collection with other volunteers, to pick up left
dog poo from irresponsible dog owners. I would be happy to supply poo bags to a station
with funding, plus ensure regular signage is available and kept clean and in tact. I would
also be happy to challenge other dog owners who do not pick up their dog faeces

10/4/2021 1:26 PM

8

Depends on what is put forward as a solution.

10/3/2021 7:36 PM

9

Like I already do. If is see dog mess left by others I pick it up

9/28/2021 5:57 PM

10

Help set up a video surveillance camera. This can be signposted so people know they are
being monitored and although not used for legal reasons, the images could be used to name
and shame those who allow their dogs to defecate there without removal. At the very least it

9/28/2021 8:58 AM
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would act as a deterrent. Set up costs would be as little as £200 and Roseland Online could
help sponsor that.
11

I am always looking out for other people's dog mess on the field. If I see it, I pick it up. FYI
I have only seen and picked up two other dog's mess in the last 3 months. I haven't seen
any other dog poo in that time (around the edges of the field).
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Q6 Have you any other ideas about what the parish council could do to
reduce the problem of dog mess on the field?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 36

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

All dog owners have a legal duty to clean up their animal's faeces immediately after it fouls
in certain public areas; I assume the sports field is a qualifying public area but, of course, it
should extend to footpaths and pavements. The law does not also exempt an owner's
excuse of 'not noticing' that their dog has fouled. While Tregony with Cuby may well have a
sizeable population of responsible people, it is inevitable that some less responsible
residents will allow degree of dog fouling will take place no matter what exhortations or
application of legal sanctions are in existence. It follows that, if there are areas where dog
fouling may potentially cause an Health and Safety problem then dogs should be banned
from those areas or placed subject to strict controls. This could include all or part of the
sports field, but probably not footpaths and pavements. If banned areas cannot be secured
from uncontrolled dogs then the adjacent areas should also require dogs to be under control.
I am not that familiar with the usage of the Sports Field, but an analysis based on these
principles should inform what then needs to be done. Irrespective, owners are still required
to “pick up”; I suspect that in many cases failure to do so is a failure to carry the appropriate
bags and reluctance to take the proceeds home for disposal in domestic waste. The Parish
Council could consider providing suitable bags gratis (at the Sports Field if deemed
appropriate or, say, the Londis shop) together with provision of dedicated bins, but which
must be emptied regularly. The provision of notices, with content reflecting any provision of
bags and bins, seems to be at least a minimum provision. Of course, there are costs here
that will be a relevant factor. Any voluntary system of monitoring is highly unlikely to be an
effective continuing solution. Individuals would have no powers, other than as private
citizens, and could only shame and not enforce. I am unclear as to who has the authority to
issue fines; probably Cornwall Council but using what mechanism? This might indicate that
Cornwall Council does have a role to play – and this must surely be a familiar issue for
them? Have you consulted them? My conclusion is that, an assessment needs to be
carried out of all public areas within the parish with a view to assessing where dogs could be
allowed off or on the lead. Such areas would need to have prominent signs setting out
owners’ responsibilities including those relating to picking up; suitable bags might be
provided, ideally in a controlled environment such as the Londis shop and bins also provided
subject to a regular emptying schedule. Clarity is needed as to how to deal with failures to
comply; a few fines might be useful to “encourager les autres” and get the message home.

10/16/2021 10:44 AM

2

Dogs need exercise, often several times a day and not necessarily for toilet purposes.They
enjoy and benefit from running free, rather than on a lead, and not on a road, which can be
dangerous for dogs and drivers. There are several footpaths around the village,but they
don’t give the dogs the same freedom. Dogs like to play with each other and the field gives
them this opportunity. The beaches at Carne and Pendower, and woodlands at
Ruanlanihorne and Pentewan are all a car journey away, and not everyone has a car,
besides which we are continually being urged to use cars less. Small dogs may be
reasonably happy with being on a lead all the time, but big dogs need the added stimulus of
free running so that they keep fit and don’t put on weight. The supervision of the field is
another matter. There are evidently members of the public who ignore notices, warnings,
advice, and let their animals foul the pavements,verges, and anywhere they go. They are
unlikely to keep off the field, whatever may be decided. Please do not penalise the very
great number of dog owners and their pets unnecessarily.Perhaps the provision of another
bin, at the far end ,might help. The field is an amenity for all the village,not just for
organised sports. During the pandemic many people benefited from walking round or even
just sitting and admiring the view. Please let them bring their canine friends too.My family
have enjoyed the field ever since we first bought a property in Tregony in 1990, and
although I no longer have a dog, my son’s animals enjoy the field when they visit.

10/16/2021 10:42 AM

3

Ban dogs from on the pitch if it is so bad, but not from around the outside.

10/16/2021 10:40 AM

4

Provide free dog poo bags (I’ve seen this done in other parts of the Uk). Provide an
alternative dog exercise field.

10/15/2021 10:24 PM

5

Provide free dog poo bags (I’ve seen this done in other parts of the Uk). Provide an
alternative dog exercise field.

10/15/2021 10:24 PM
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6

More signage. No dogs after dark? A designated exercise area?

10/15/2021 12:08 PM

7

1; Line of sight camera monitoring capability within the field with clear signage indicating
observance. 2; I will be willing to submit my dog's picture and my personal details to the
relevant local GDPR data controller. 3; As there was no previous section to explain my
dog's use of the field, I want to say here that my dog (Springer) needs to run for exercise,
rather than just walk and, trying to avoid over car use, the field is my best option.

10/14/2021 10:07 AM

8

More signage, more dog bins placed around the field especially at the top, hopefully people
willing to monitor. I would hope it’s not people from here but outside .

10/13/2021 7:05 PM

9

Regular clear up

10/13/2021 2:09 PM

10

Provide poo bags so there is never any excuse and numerous bins. You could also provide
long armed pooper scoopers as heard excuse that people might not be able to bend to pick
it up.

10/12/2021 9:29 PM

11

Provide more bins, lighting, fence off a dog only section to keep them off the main pitch

10/11/2021 8:42 PM

12

Education and information. Signs placed around the entrance to the field to provide
information on the dangers of not picking up after the pet. I have also seen other pet owners
tie bags to the gate for use by anyone, which is encouraging and taking ownership. Possible
siting of a second bin further up the field. The current one is obscured by the container.

10/11/2021 8:04 PM

13

Motion sensing security cameras to detect the early and late dog walkers! Everyone knows
dog mess should be removed. It must be left by those who do not care!

10/11/2021 10:21 AM

14

None, sorry. More bins wouldn't even help when dogs are let loose unattended, or their
owners couldn't care less. Witness the dog mess on other areas of the village!

10/8/2021 5:34 PM

15

1. CCTV. 2. Don't bother with a lead only restriction this will not solve the problem and
merely give the appearance that something is being done. 3. Identify another space where
dogs could be exercised off the lead in the village. 4. Pay for a weekly clean up.

10/8/2021 3:42 PM

16

Provide a safe gated and fenced field / area nearby for safe dog offlead walking

10/8/2021 10:32 AM

17

Firstly some people don’t pick up. I ran the football team for a number of years and it was
embarrassing as the manager and the village that people would not clean up after there
dogs, on a clearly marked sporting area. Although I’m no longer involved with the football
team, I feel I give an informed and valuable opinion. If everyone picked up the situation
would be better however a group monitoring I don’t feel would work. Also when people pick
up there dogs mess it doesn’t get every last bit often leaving mess within the grass it’s not
a lack of effort of ignorance it’s just the way it is. When I’ve played football at tregony you
sometimes smell dog poo which is not nice when your handling or heading or sliding on the
floor.. It is classed as a sports field. It’s a shame that the village couldn’t speak to a farmer
and ask if a field could bought for that purpose.

10/8/2021 10:11 AM

18

Initially try larger signs, a temporary CCTV use, try temporary sectioning off of the pitch to
clearly define area we wish people to avoid. Concern is that if we ban it just moves the
problem elsewhere and confronting people could also be a risk and there is no power to
enforce..we can only try to educate and guide. Responsible owners unfortunately will be the
ones who lose out as irresponsible ones don't give a care and will do what they want
anyway... As a dog owner I appreciate. Being able to walk my dog here, it is a community
space and social ...esp following the isolation of lockdown etc. We have planted all the
trees for shade in summer also which makes it a great space to safely walk dogs on a flat
easy walk. I think any measures imposed should be temporary to see impact,

10/8/2021 10:07 AM

19

Ban them. I have 3 small children and it's a danger, especially when poo is left near the park
and the play park isn't secure so dogs get in under the fence and scat my baby over. I've
left the park in the past as someone had their dog in there with their grandchild. I told them
why I was leaving and they were fully aware the dog shouldn't have been there as I thought
the dog came in temporarily to help bring pram in as they mentioned that dogs ain't allowed
in but then decided to just carry on. Not worth the risk.

10/8/2021 9:48 AM

20

Ban them from the field

10/8/2021 9:43 AM

21

Rent an alternative field for the purpose of dog walking

10/7/2021 6:23 PM

22

Put up security cameras and name and shame the culprits.

10/6/2021 4:10 PM

23

Install cameras Name and shame

10/6/2021 4:09 PM

24

A big part of the problem on the sports field is fox poo, which unfortunately I think is
unavoidable. There is a distinct difference. My dog will roll in fox poo and never in dogs.

10/6/2021 10:07 AM
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25

Cameras. Cheap enough. Run a fund raiser for the funds

10/6/2021 9:40 AM

26

Put up more signs as a reminder to dog owners and let them know where poo bins are

10/6/2021 8:29 AM

27

Availability of dog bags and bins CCTV cameras

10/6/2021 6:55 AM

28

Cctv?

10/5/2021 10:12 PM

29

Keep dogs on a lead to the perimeter of the field. Any owner allowing their dogs on the
football pitch should receive a ban

10/5/2021 7:43 PM

30

INSTALL SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS

10/5/2021 7:40 PM

31

Cameras up and need and shame the people who don't pick up. They then should be
banned.

10/5/2021 7:02 PM

32

No

10/5/2021 6:09 PM

33

Introdruce a collection points or bins for free waste bags, all over tregony, so there would be
no excuse for not cleaning up after your dog. ( just like in Charlestown ) We have avoided
taking our dog on the sports field since the end of the summer as we do not want to be
associated with the dog owners who are being disrespectful to the community.

10/5/2021 11:22 AM

34

Prohibit people intentionally heading straight for the pitch by signage. Advise people not
from the village to not use the field.

10/4/2021 1:30 PM

35

Ban non-tregony residents. If the council state that this is not possible due to the field being
a public owned field, then how do they have the authority to ban dogs?

10/4/2021 1:26 PM

36

A larger more obvious notice outlining the Dog Owners responsibility for cleaning up after
their dog. They should not enter the field without Dog Poo bags. Any failure to clean up will
result in an immediate ban for the individual.

10/4/2021 10:37 AM

37

Membership. Members display they are a member with a rosette (or something) on their
lead or dog collar. Membership involves owner details and photos. These could be posted
on the FB page or website and if someone has an issue with a dog then they know who it is.
We need a confidential way of highlighting the culprits. If I can’t take my dogs to the park I
won’t be using the sports club either.

10/3/2021 7:36 PM

38

I answered 'no' to the offer of monitoring the field because this on the face of it seems like a
solution but in fact is very hard to implement in that it would mean having someone up there
from dawn to dusk and as we all know the deposits are left when no one is looking. The only
way to stop the fouling is to ban dogs altogether. Feckless owners will leave the mess even
if the dog is on a lead and probably will feel more at ease to do so around the perimeter of
the field. Since coming to Tregony I was very surprised to see dog mess on the pavements,
especially Roseland Crescent. Quite a large dog, judging by the amount left. There is no
excuse when a dog is on a lead not to notice the deposit. When dogs are running free,
owners often don't realise that the dog has done it business, but responsible owners keep
an eye out for this instead of on their mobile phones! It's possible that visitors to the village
with dogs are the cause on the pavements. Personally, if we can't remove all traces of our
dogs doings, we tend to go back with a bucket of soapy water and a yard brush but we
realise that we are unusual in this. No, ban dogs completely is the easiest solution to this
nasty problem.

10/2/2021 9:56 AM

39

This problem seems to be from one or two dog owners who are going to ruin things for
everyone if a dog ban is put in place. The field is the only place in Tregony where I can
throw a ball for my dog and she needs this type of exercise daily. As a mum of three
children, one of whom is disabled and has a partner who works ridiculously long shifts,
banning dogs from the field would mean that I would not be able to keep my dog. I truly
believe that the majority of dog owners who use the field pick up after their dog and it is a
few people (possibly elderly or infirm) who are leaving their dogs mess. Can we not have a
system where we help those people to pick up after their dogs? I have no problem with
someone who consistently leaves their dogs mess for others to trod in and deal with being
banned, but banning all dogs or making them be kept on a lead is punishing the majority
because of the few.

10/1/2021 4:28 PM

40

Unfortunately this is clearly an ongoing problem and i'm sure many dog owners are
conscientious but a few ruin it for the many. I think a blanket ban is the only way to be sure
that children (and adults) can use the playing fields in confidence. The danger is that those
who care little about cleaning up after their dog simply continue to do this whilst the
responsible dog owners are punished by heeding a ban.

9/29/2021 4:35 PM

41

Dogs should never be allowed on any sports field they are not allowed up veryan club or st
Mawes football pitch I was a sports man and I can remember clearing cows / sheep shit off

9/29/2021 11:17 AM
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the pitch before we played but inevitably you ended up bringing some home with you and
don’t forget the children’s play area because as any dog owner knows dogs excrement can
cause blindness if injested by a child from a dog that hasn’t had the correct innoculation! I
could be wrong but I think that it’s against the law to let dogs run off the lead on any playing
field
42

Name and shame offenders?? I very rarely see this problem and if I do I just pick it up. This
seems like a non problem to me

9/28/2021 6:01 PM

43

Make the bin more accessible. Currently hard to get to.

9/28/2021 5:57 PM

44

Create dog walking trails in and around the village and install signs on the trails

9/28/2021 11:40 AM

45

Help set up a video surveillance camera. This can be signposted so people know they are
being monitored and although not used for legal reasons, the images could be used to name
and shame those who allow their dogs to defecate there without removal. At the very least it
would act as a deterrent. Set up costs would be as little as £200 and Roseland Online could
help sponsor that.

9/28/2021 8:58 AM

46

Seek alternative fields that could be used for dog walking off lead

9/27/2021 9:28 PM

47

Dogs should be banned from the sports field. It is a sports field not a dog walking field.

9/27/2021 9:18 PM

48

I'd like to add that another problem with dogs, apart from the mess, is that sometimes
owners cannot control them, and it is disconcerting to have dogs running up to you and
barking when on the field, which people have a right to use without being harassed by
others' animals

9/27/2021 9:12 PM

49

Banning dogs altogether seems to be the only solution as this is sadly the only way to
prevent dog mess from being left. As dog mess is disgusting and also has potentially lifechanging consequences, I cannot see another solution.

9/27/2021 7:48 PM

50

More dog bins, maybe 4, N S E W on the edge of the field.

9/27/2021 4:40 PM

51

Ban dogs all together

9/27/2021 3:38 PM

52

CCTV and providing spare poo bags in case someone runs out

9/27/2021 2:26 PM

53

Install cameras

9/26/2021 1:37 PM

54

There should be more poo bins around the field,particularly at the far end,and restrictions
placed on the number of dogs walked by professional dog walkers

9/26/2021 11:41 AM

55

I believe supplying some poo bags (occasionally us dog owners get caught short), making
the dog bin visible would be a good idea as currently hidden behind container. If the mess is
more of a problem on the football pitch that around the outside would putting a simple
post/chain style fence help? Would discourage dogs not to use that area.

9/26/2021 8:40 AM

56

Unfortunately there are few open spaces to exercise dogs in the immediate vicinity of
tregony so all we can do as a community is encourage responsible behaviour and it wouldn't
be popular report owners. Who are not.dog fouling on farmland as serious consequences for
farm animals too

9/25/2021 5:29 PM

57

Those wishing to walk their dogs on the field should form a group to police and report those
that allow their dogs to foul and then fail to pick up. They should also report back to the
Parish Council every month by either attending or reporting to the clerk/chairman by email

9/19/2021 7:22 PM

58

Question 3 ... "should BE implemented ..."

9/19/2021 6:21 PM
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